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Note

Many ideas in this presentation come from other
scholars. 

I am grateful to all who openly shared their materials so
that I could use them here. 

All hyperlinks in this presentation refer to the original 
sources. 

Pictures may also contain hyperlinks.



Why is openness important?



Publication bias is a huge problem

https://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.0020124
https://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.0020124
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0956797611417632
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0956797611417632


Origins of publication bias

› We want positive results

› We = The Scientific System:

The whole of researchers, editors, funders, and 
institutions (e.g., universities)

› Problem: limited capacity

• Journals: Space / APCs

• Funders: Money

• Institutions: Tenured Positions

 Selection based on perf0rmance

Wessel & Niemeyer (2019) EJPT

https://doi.org/10.1080/20008198.2019.1614823


Confirmation bias in system

Emphasis on novel, positive results

› Journals: value exciting discoveries, not replications

› Researchers: generate positive findings

 Questionable Research Practices (QRPs)

Undisclosed flexibility in methods / analysis (p-hacking)



Ways of hacking your p’s

› Stop collecting data once p < .05

› Analyze many measures, report only those with p < .05

› Collect and analyze many conditions, only report those 
with p < .05

› Use covariates to get p<.05

› Exclude participants to get p<.05

› Transform the data to get p<.05

From: Nelson, 2014

https://bitssblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/nelson-presentation.pdf


QRPs differ from intentional fraud

Often unintentional, result from statistical illiteracy

There is not one superior way of analyzing data

• Multiple, equally plausible decisions



Solution on individual level

Be transparent

› Methods, data and analyses

Make a plan and stick to the plan: preregistration

› state study rationale, methods and analysis plan 
publicly, before data collection 

› “Protect your past self from your future self” 
(Chambers, 2017)

https://books.google.de/books/about/The_Seven_Deadly_Sins_of_Psychology.html?id=qwhpDQAAQBAJ&source=kp_cover&redir_esc=y


Incentives are powerful

Careers depend on publications

Adopting open practices comes at a cost (time, resources)

Very difficult for individuals to change

Incentives need to change at the collective level



What can journals do

Promote openness and transparency

› Badges 

› Require open materials and data upon manuscript 
submission



What can journals do

Value methods over results

› Registered reports

› Require Preregistration

› De-emphasize novelty & positive results, accept negative 
results and replications 



What would journals need to do that?

› Policy change

› Instructions for editors and reviewers 

› Build in checks

› Editorial / manuscript submission systems 

› …



Thank you


